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Fegefeuer Defense Force

 WIP: This article is a work in progress and is not yet approved for usage in the RP.

One of the smallest Defense Forces in the Abwehran Star Empire, the Fegefeuer Defense Force is only
comprised of the Law Enforcement Organization with the largest formation residing in the city of torstadt.

Law Enforcement Organization
Total Personnel: 1510

Director of Law Enforcement: Major Ilma Linderkamp

Fegefeuer Central Investigation Bureau

The Fegefeuer CIB is comprised solely of the Torstadt Branch with its 30 administrative/investigative
personnel and 200 S.T.U.G personnel. There are 230 personnel in the CIB.

Fegefeuer City Marshals

Responsible for upholding law in torstadt, the City Marshals are the more powerful law enforcement force
on the planet. However, there are only 1000 enforcers and 200 supporting personnel spread out among
the ten city blocs of Torstadt. This means the City Marshals are comprised of 1200 personnel.

Fegefeuer Provincial Constabulary

While there may not be a military force out in the outposts of Fegefeuer, there are some law enforcers
outside of Torstadt. Unfortunately, there are only 80 enforcers left to cover hundreds of small outposts
found across the planet.

Planetary Military Organization

Due to the lack of manpower, the Schirmherrschaft is unable to provide a proper military force for
Fegefeuer. In response to this, the city of torstadt formed a citizen militia to satisfy its planetary defense
needs. While this is not illegal under the Imperial Constitution of the Abwehran Star Empire, the
Schirmherrschaft has frowned upon this Torstadt Militia. This has led to strained relations between
Fegefeuer and the Schirmherrschaft.
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OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2013/07/06 17:44 by Abwehran Commander.
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